
The Evans 30inch Telescope Comes to Linden 
1997-2003 

 

Under the direction of Linden Trustee Bob Evans, the 30inch Starsplitter Telescope was bought and shipped 
out from the USA in 1997 to provide a really large telescope for use at Linden Observatory and to be a focus 
for observational astronomy there. It was recognised that the 24inch Beames telescope probably could not be 
used in its present configuration by the public - for safety reasons.  

The 30inch mirror for the telescope was ground as a separate project in the USA, aluminized and coated with 
silicon to produce a reflectivity of 96%. The EQ platform also came from a separate source. The Starsplitter 
people packaged all these things together. 
 
The telescope arrived at Linden in a big box crate on Friday 26th September 1997. The driver had nothing to lift 
it off the truck with, so he and Bob had to manhandle it off themselves, partly disassembling it as they went. 
That is when Bob discovered the 5inch secondary loose in the crate. It had fallen out of its holder on the way 
here from the USA and became scratched as it slid around in the crate. He had to organize for a replacement 
secondary to be sent out for the telescope, the cost being covered by insurance. 
 
Don Whiteman, Mick McCullagh and 
Les Sara assembled the scope in the 
meeting shed on Sunday afternoon 5th 
Oct 1997 and then again on Saturday 
afternoon 11th Oct. 

 

The 30inch primary mirror was laid out 
on the floor of the main shed. Looked 
pristine! Mick McCullagh from Bintel 
standing to left. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The EQ platform, rocker box and mirror 
box assembled on the shed floor. Les 
Sara in the background. Note the EQ 
platform under the rocker box. 

 



Below: Don Whiteman and Mick McCullagh from Bintel finishing off the assembly of the scope. 
 

  
After that, the telescope sat idly in the meeting room for several years, disassembled but well covered up, 
during the preparations to set up the movable shelter.  The D.A. for the shelter took a year or two for the 
architect to prepare and there were various reports that had to be prepared, which Bob had never suspected 
would be required. All this cost a lot of money and getting it through the Council took a long time. 
 
The telescope itself cost around $30,000. Added to this was the cost of the D.A. All the money that was meant 
for the movable shed had to be used to get council approval for its placement. In the end, money had to be 
borrowed to pay for the shed itself. 

In 2002, Dave Gault assembled the 30inch on a pad near the rental house to get dimensions for the stepladders. 
A smaller wooden ladder with two wheels to front was built by Brett White (WSAAG President 1999 – 2000) 
for viewing objects lower in the sky. Brett was living in the main house on the property at the time. A large 
platform ladder of galvanised iron with timber steps was used for objects higher in the sky. It was on three 
wheels with pneumatic tyres, one to front and two to rear. A row of bricks to the back of the ladder added to its 
stability. This marvelous piece of engineering was constructed by WSAAG member Dave Gault. 

The concrete platform (6m x 3m) for the telescope was essentially the same size as the shed with a low-angle 
ramp going to ground to the east where the roller door was. It was put in as part of the preparations, shortly 
before the shed arrived, as were also the rails, winch and post. The whole lot, including the shed, cost about 
$30,000 – about the same as the telescope itself. It was all done in an orderly manner by the contractor - RKR 
Engineering (Emu Plains).  Bob knew the owner and chief engineer of the company Russell K. Ricketts, as he 
was a cousin of his wife’s. There was no written contract but the specifications included the size and height of 
the shed and the distance that the shed had to be moved away from the telescope to obtain clear sky. It had to be 
rodent-proof, waterproof and dust-proof as much as possible. It also had to be sufficiently heavy so that it could 
not be blown away or unsettled in any wind. There were fittings near the wheels to stop the building rising off 
the rails. 



The area between the shed and the old Beames Dome was quite rocky and uneven and needed to be filled and 
leveled. The earthwork to level the ground was arranged by Brett White and came from spare fill from the 
widening of the highway through Linden.  The fill cost nothing and its delivery was done for free by the DMR 
crew. In total, it was about 200 tons of rock and sand. It was this supply of dirt which made the parking area as 
large as it is.  Fortunately, Brett knew someone in Linden who could help out with a Bobcat. The Bobcat was 
on site for some time doing the heavy lifting and leveling. 

From Bob’s diaries, the new mobile shed for the 30inch telescope arrived on the property and was put in place 
on Wednesday 10th July 2002. Bob remembered very well when the metal shed was brought down the first 
driveway by a mobile crane and was lifted over the wires stretching from the pole to the house. There was a 
hook poking through the top in the middle, which allowed the shed to be lifted up by the crane. 
 
In the picture below, you will notice that it does not have any ventilator cover running along the top, so the shed 
was not complete when the dirt arrived.  A vent was put in a little later but it was not good enough to be 
waterproof in windy conditions.  The present ventilation cover was put in very quickly after the shed was 
“finished”, but before there was any rain.  
 
 

 
 
 
 



The area around the roll-off shed was leveled by the Bobcat with the fill from the highway. 

 
 
 

 

 

 



Bob Evans surveys the leveled area around the movable shed and its rails. 

  
 
 

 

The main car park area was also widened and leveled with fill from the main highway. 



Readying the 30inch telescope for its assembly in the roll-off shed. 
 

  
 
 

 

It took 6 people to cart the mirror box over to the concrete platform. 



The EQ platform is put into position. Once in position, the scope would not be moved again until 2013 when it 
was upgraded by SDM Telescopes. 
 

 
 
 

 

Brett White, Bob Evans, Stefan Malinowski, Ian Schoonwater, Dave Gault, Dr Pieter Moeskops 



“First Light” was achieved with the 30inch telescope on Saturday 13th July 2002, only a few days after the 
placement of the shed. The fill from the highway was arriving over a period through to the end of that Month. 
 

 

Photo above: the crew for the first observing night with the platform made by Dave Gault, seated at bottom. 
Top left is Brett White and top right Ted Dobosz (WSAAG President  2001 – 2002).         

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At right: the well-used smaller wooden stepladder 
constructed by Brett White as it looked in 2012. By this 
time, it had been severely weathered and no longer safe to 
use. 



The equatorial platform the telescope sat on turned 
out to be a bit of a lemon and the recommendation 
was that it should probably be removed the next time 
the telescope was dismantled.   It was supposed to 
provide a certain amount of rough tracking (about 45 
minutes) using a 12volt car battery and did work for a 
little while.  Originally, a small hand controller was 
also bought for locating objects, but this had never 
been used prior to 2012. See {*Note} below.  
 
With the inactive EQ platform, the telescope was 
essentially manually operated. Objects could be found 
using two finderscopes (6x30mm piggybacked onto 
an 80mm Skywatcher f/5 refractor) located on the 
lower OTA or using the 8x50mm at the top end of the 
telescope above the focuser. The telescope would 
simply be nudged by hand to keep an object in the 
eyepiece field of view. 
 
{*Note: In late 2012, Dave Gault and Tony Barry 
brought the EQ Platform back to life for a short time 
before the telescope was upgraded. With repairs to the 
power socket and using the original hand controller, it 
could be made to track reasonably well for short 
periods of time but the platform would then have to 
be reset for the next run. One of the problems with the 
platform was that it would forget which way to track 
after each power-down}. 
 
 
The telescope’s first major outing was the Mars opposition of 2003, which drew a big crowd of locals over a 
few days, all of whom were keen to see some of the planet’s features e.g. Southern Polar Ice Cap. The 2003 
opposition was the closest approach for Mars in almost 60,000 years! 
 
From the perspective of Bob Evans, the scope was not practical for supernova hunting. With his 16inch Dob at 
Linden, he could get through a few hundred galaxies in a session. There was no way you could do that volume 
of galaxies on the 30inch telescope due to the time required to climb up and down ladders and then set them for 
the next target. In any case, it would require more than one person to move the shed and perform all the 
activities efficiently and safely. 
 
 

Most of the information for this article was provided by Bob Evans, with photos from Bob and a few from 
Dave Gault and myself. 

           Rob Horvat (WSAAG) 
            April 2016 


